A classic and very busy ParshaPix Z Mad
Magazine's Spy vs. Spy, which we can apply
to the 10 black Meraglim vs. the 2 white ones.
They are carrying a bomb... which is similar to
a grenade, RIMON in Hebrew, one of the fruits
that the Meraglim brought back Z The author
of Spy vs. Spy signed his name in Morse
code. Here we have Kalev's call in Morse ALO NA'ALEH Z 6 and the i need to be read
in Hebrew and English respectively - SHEISHAI, one of the Y'LIDEI ANAK who lived in
Hevron Z The compass represents the
directions that Moshe sent the Meraglim Z
The grapes refer to the timing: "...And the days
were the days of the ripening of the grapes."
Z Next to the grapes is the logo of the IDF's
NACHAL unit - with the grapes it gives
NACHAL ESHKOL Z See if the Land has
trees, IM AYIN, or not. Switch the initial ALEFs
of IM AYIN to AYINs and the question
becomes: Is there a tree with an eye? Z
Emblem of the Ministry of Tourism Z the logo
of Carmel-Mizrachi Wines Z Menashe's scout
was Gadi (goat) ben (Uncle Ben), Sus-E
(horse with an E) Z Flour (flower), Olive Oyl,
and wine (R' Wein) are for the MENACHOT
and N'SACHIM presented in the sedra Z
Challah stands for the mitzva of CHALLAH Z
Tzitzit with T'cheilet Z Near Olive Oyl's right
foot is Murex Trunculus, most likely the source
of T'cheilet... Z Right above MT is Perry
White, editor of the Daily Planet. Here he
represents the white strings of Tzitzit Z The
heart with the eyes combine the two warnings
of not to follow the evil temptations of your
heart and eyes Z Wood gathered on Shabbat
and the stone used to execute the Shabbat

desecrater Z window with red ribbon hanging
from it is the sign for Yehoshua's army to
spare the lives of Rachav and her family (from
the haftara) Z Emblem of Jewish (Boy)
Scouts, sort of a description of the Meraglim...
Z The letter i inside another i stands for AYIN
B'AYIN Z Steam shovel is a play on
LACHPOR HAARETZ, to "dig" the land, also
to scout it out (as in the haftara) Z SF, the
logo of the San Francisco Giants. The
meraglim reported that they had seen giants in
the Land. So too the logo of the New York
Giants football team Z The large YUD is from
the word YIGDAL in Bamidbar 14:17 Z Laurel
and Hardy, known in Hebrew as HaShamein
V'haRazeh, the fat and the thin - part of
Moshe's instructions to the Meraglim was to
check out the land... Z Levi Eshkol - Eshkol in
the sedra refers to the cluster of grapes the
Meraglim brought back with them and to the
name of place they got it from Z Rubeus
Hagrid (from Harry Potter) is the son of a giant
(from his mother's side) - he is one of the
Y'LIDEI HAANAK Z Heart with the letters Ca
on it. Ca is neither Calcium nor California rather, it is a syllable to be followed by the
Hebrew for heart, making CaLev Z At the
bottom, to the right of Stan and Ollie is the
municipal seal of the city of Yericho (haftara)
Z Pistol is an Israeli-made Jericho 941 Z
Upper-right: A's = EIZ is a goat less than 1 yr
old as a CHATAT Z P.A.L. T-shirt is a PALTI,
as in spy from Binyamin Z The recycling bin
marked with a NUN is BIN-NUN Z plant is a
Rose of Jericho (haftara) Z Following parshat
Tzitzit, which ends the sedra, in a standard
Chumash, there is a triple PEI. PEI = 80.
PEI-79 = 1, ALEF. PEI/2=40, MEM, PEIx5
=400, TAV. That spells EMET, which follows
parshat Tzitzit in the siddur Z Rimonim, as
they took from the rimonim...

